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 At the end of this presentation, you will be 

able to:

 Learn about the roles of educational research in 

STEM (particularly engineering education)

 Identify the research question and hypothesis in a 

given study

 Evaluate whether the question is researchable

 Judge whether a research study is ethical or legal

 Identify what type of data is needed to answer 

the question

 Learn different research methods and designs

 Familiarize yourself with the language of research

Learning Outcomes



PROGRAM

OF 

RESEARCH 
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Strands of Research

 Systematic Reviews & Meta-Analyses

 Advancing theory

 Fostering evidence-based practices

 Advancing Methods

 Knowledge Representation in Multimedia 

Learning (MML) Environments

 Interactive concept maps & diagrams

 Advancing empirical research & theories of MML

 STEM Teaching and Learning

 Engineering Education Research (Hands-On Low Cost 

Desktop Learning Modules)

 Computer Science Education Research
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Engineering Education Project

 Effects of hands-on Low-Cost DLMs in UG 

engineering classrooms

 Four conceptual topics in Fluid Mechanics and Heat 

Transfer

 Four Low-Cost Desktop Learning Modules were 

designed for Hands-On Learning

 Hydraulic Loss

 Double Pipe Heat Exchanger

 Venturi Meter

 Shell & Tube Heat Exchanger

 Data Collection was done across multiple universities 

in the United States (hub-based model)

 ICAP was used to measure Mode of Engagement
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Engineering Education Project

Low-Cost Desktop Learning Modules – LC-DLMS
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Engineering Education Project
Dissemination Across the Country
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Engineering Education Project

 General Findings

 The majority of participants 

reported that LC-DLMs fostered 

Interactive, Constructive and 

Active forms of engagement

 LC_DLMs were more effective 

than lectures

 The results were similar across 

various semesters and schools
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Control in Experimentation

 Why use control or comparison group?

 To answer the question – “compared to 

what?”

 A change in treatment group itself is 

fraught with difficulty of interpretation

 Placebo effect

 The placebo effect is the measurable, 

observable, or felt improvement in health or 

behavior not attributable to a medication or 

treatment administered to a patient.
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Validity of Research

 Why do research studies (findings) 

sometimes disagree?

 Sampling error (different students, 

schools, teachers etc.) 

 Different treatment conditions 

 Different measurements or outcomes 

 Different research methodologies?
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Inferential Statistics

 What does it mean when a result is 

“statistically significant?”

 "Statistically significant" means that one 

can infer that an effect or finding is 

present in the population. 

 An effect can be statistically significant 

but so small that it is educationally nil.

 An effect can be statistically NOT 

significant but practically meaningful and 

significant. Hence the need to use effect 

sizes.



Research Problem

• Why is this research being conducted?

• What sparked interest, what gap or void in 
knowledge are you seeking to fill? 
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Research Question & Research Hypothesis

•Research Question: the question that you 
are trying to answer when you do research
on a topic.

 Research Hypothesis: a statement that can 

be proved or disproved. 

 Usually stated in a directional form

 They serve the same purpose in many 

articles although some researchers 

differentiate them.
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Example

• Research Question: Does sleep have an effect on 
reflexes?

• Research Hypothesis: Maximum reflex efficiency 
is achieved after eight hours of sleep.



Criteria for Good Research Question

Feasible - adequate number of subjects

- adequate technical expertise

- affordable in time & money

- Contestable (not obvious)

Interesting - to investigator

- to funding agency

Novel - original study

- extending works of others

Ethical - to human/animal subjects

Relevant - to scientific knowledge

- to clinical and health policy

- to future research directions
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What makes a GOOD Question/Hypothesis?

•Researchable?

•Answered Already?

•Legal?

•Ethical?

•Meaningful?
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Researchable!

•Can  you collect data to answer it?

•Be careful of “should” questions.

•Be careful of “the best” questions.
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In-Class Activity

• https://padlet.com/adesope/9supxfv7q38r6zyz

https://padlet.com/adesope/9supxfv7q38r6zyz


Are these questions researchable? 

• Should the school year be lengthened to include most 
of the summer months? 

• Are students more creative in groups or working 
alone?

• Should difficult engineering concepts be taught using 
low-cost DLMs?

• How can students’ creativity be maximized?

• Does research prove students learn to read best by 
phonics instruction? 

• What is the best way to teach Venturi Meter 
concepts?
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Examples

Non-Researchable 
Questions

Should moral education be 
taught in school along with 
reading?

What is the best way of 
teaching problem solving skills 
in school?

How can Victoria learn Maths?
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Examples

Should moral education be 
taught in school along with 
reading?

Do children who receive formal 
instruction in character 
education have higher levels of 
moral reasoning?

What is the best way of 
teaching problem solving skills 
in school?

What method – lecture or LC-
DLM – is more effective for 
increasing students’ learning 
and motivation?

How can Victoria learn Maths? Can worked examples increase 
Victoria’s Maths achievement?

Non-Researchable 
Questions

Researchable 
Questions
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Legal and Ethical!

•Voluntary, no coercion

• Informed consent

•No deception, no harm

•No invasion of privacy

•Confidentiality and integrity

•Debrief

•Benefits outweigh risks

•The role of IRB
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Answered already?

•Replication and Extension

Repeating an earlier research

But with additional feature in research 
design -> increases generalization.

And produce additional information 

•Online journals
Available in most university libraries

ERIC, PsycINFO, etc.
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Answered already?

•Literature Review
• Meta-Analysis 

• The application of statistical techniques to 
examine the tests of a common hypothesis from 
more than one study. 

• “The analysis of analyses”

• Provides comprehensive, quantitative review of 
the literature in a particular field of study.

• Found in journals such as: Review of Educational 
Research, Journal of Engineering Education, etc.

• My interest – have conducted about 20 meta-
analyses and systematic reviews
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Operationalization

• Constructs

 Label for abstract trait/ability

 Need to be operationalized, e.g., what is love?

• Operational Definition 

 Observable and measurable indicator
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Types of Variables

• Independent Variable (IV)
 related to or influences DV -->predicts DV

predictor variable / explanatory variable

 It is an intervention, presumed cause of some effect

Usually manipulated by the researcher

2 types

– True independent

– Quasi-independent
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True Independent Variable

•Characteristics:
• The variable and its associated categories are 

manipulated (or created) by the researcher

• Includes random assignment of participants to one of 
the categories

• Permits more stronger conclusions about cause
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Quasi-Independent Variable

•Characteristics:
• The variable and its associated categories are 

manipulated (or created) by the researcher

• Variable that does NOT allow random assignment of 
participants to one of the categories

• Weakens explanations for cause-and-effect 
conclusions.
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Dependent Variables

•Dependent Variable (DV)
• Measured outcome
• Values are presumably dependent on manipulation of 

the IV
• outcome variable / criterion variable
• Usually takes the form of operationally defined 

constructs, e.g. as measured by…
• Common in educational research to have more DVs 

than IVs because of interests in multiple outcomes
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In-Class Activity

An apple a day keeps the doctor away!

• What is the independent variable?

• What is the dependent variables?

• Can you think of other examples, and identify the IVs and DVs?

•https://padlet.com/funsooje/8xufmo22p8v6f6df

https://padlet.com/funsooje/8xufmo22p8v6f6df
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Types of Variables

•Attribute Variable
• Also referred to as subject or moderator variable

• Preexisting characteristics of subjects or research participants 
that can influence the result (e.g., age, gender, SES, 
motivation, etc.)

• An intervention that works well for a group of students may 
impede learning for another group of students 

• e.g. Research on “expertise reversal effect” by Kalyuga
et al., Verbal redundancy with ESL students

• Aptitude-Treatment Interactions

• Influence of an IV could be masked by unattended learner 
characteristics
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Types of Variables

• Extraneous Variable (if uncontrolled --> Confounding-
“mixing up”)

 Any variable that is external to a design, yet impacts the 
research

 Thus requires control to minimize or neutralize its effect

 Unlike others, extraneous (means irrelevant) variables are 
usually many in a single research

 A great deal of extraneous variable can be controlled through 
random assignment of participants to conditions
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Examples of Extraneous Variable

• Example: find a better way to teach alphabet

• Group A: "sing the alphabet" 

• Group B: “repetitively pronounce each letter of the alphabet”

• Finding: Group A learned much better!

• Caution!! Grade-Level? Gender? IQ?

• An Apple a day keeps the doctor away!

• What could be some extraneous factors? 



Variables

Test: “Jokes make for better test scores”

Variable Key Characteristic Examples

Independent Manipulation (presumed 

cause)

Making a joke

Dependent Measured outcome 

(effect)

Test scores

Attribute Subject characteristics Male vs. female

Extraneous Controlled influence Grad student mood
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Confounding

• Occurs when a researcher allows two or more variables to change 

TOGETHER.

• When other extraneous variable changes along with the 

deliberate change in the IV, then the IV is confounded with the 

extraneous variable

• Examples:

• If low verbal ability learners were taught with a particular 

method and high verbal ability learners taught with another 

method, then the teaching method is confounded.

• Feeling extremely cold after a morning walk in a temp of 0 

degree Celsius and taking a drug that has cold as a side effect
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Types of Hypotheses

• Research Hypothesis (H1)

 Prediction or guess of the outcome of a research

 Usually based on theory, prior research, or anecdotal evidence 

(personal observation)

 Sometimes stated in: “IF A, THEN B” syntax, where:

– A refers to the IV

– B refers to the DV

 Could also appear as a statement or claim, or even a question (more 

like a research question)

– Kindergartens who take piano lesson will have higher math 

aptitude in grade 8 

– Will kindergartens who take piano lesson have higher math 

aptitude in grade 8?

 Lack of support for a research hypothesis does not suggest a failure
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Types of Hypotheses

• Null Hypothesis (H0)

• Statistical hypothesis asserting there is NO relationship between 

the IV and DV. 

• Opposite of H1 connection

• Researchers strive to reject the null hypothesis and do reject it if 

the probability of its being true is very low, usually calculated 

through the p value (e.g., p < .05). 
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Alternative Hypothesis (HA)

• Counter-explanation for research findings

• Opposes the explanation suggested by the research 

hypothesis

• Only to be eliminated, not supported

• “Limitation” section lists what alternative hypothesis might be

• Highly controlled studies only provide ONE explanation for the 

results
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Example

• Research Hypothesis (H1)
• Children who study Maths with computer learn faster.

• Alternative Hypothesis (HA)
• Children who study Maths with computer learn faster because they 

usually put more effort and are more attentive.

• Null Hypothesis (H0)
• In a population of students, there is no difference in the speed of 

learning of those who use computers and those who do not.



Testing Proverbs

• Too many cooks spoil the broth.

• Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

• Early to bed and early to rise, makes one healthy 
wealthy and wise.

• Laughter is the best medicine

• No pain, no gain.

• Practice makes perfect. 

• https://padlet.com/funsooje/8z201h58y6nyrbd

https://padlet.com/funsooje/8z201h58y6nyrbd
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Scientific research is a PROCESS

Decisions are made at different stages of the 

process

Such decisions influence the findings and 

interpretation of the results.

Theory-Based Research Process
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Other thoughts

•Question-spawning Research
• Good research generates more questions than it 

answers

• That is why research is a cycle of process

•All research endeavours have a clear goal or 

purpose
• Mere collection of data does not constitute useful 

research



Correlation

• Correlation does not imply causation. But absence of 
correlation implies absence of causation.

• If X correlates with Y, then possibly: X causes Y, Y
causes X, or both X and Y are caused by a third 
variable.

• Involve no intervention, manipulation or random 
assignment

• Examines relationships that exist “naturally” without 
any intervention by the researcher



Developing a Method

Qualitative

Focus Groups

Interviews

Observations

Obtaining 
perceptions of 

project outcomes 
and impacts

Identifying project 
strengths, 

weaknesses, and 
recommendations

Permit evaluator 
to enter into and 

understand 
situation/context 

Expensive and 
time 

consuming

Provide opportunity 
to explore topics in 

depth

Expensive and time-
consuming

Observation 
Protocol

Interview Protocol

Structured

Semi-structured

Non-structured
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•Design a research study

•Explain your design to your colleague, and justify its 
features. Make sure to answer these questions:
• What are your research questions and hypotheses? 

• Who are the participants in your study? How many? 

• What measures or data collection methods will you use? 

• Will you have interventions or treatments? If so, what are they? 

• How will you analyze the data? 

• How will you present the findings? What findings do you expect? 

•Make an argument defending your plan. Identify 
alternative designs and explain why you did not use 
them. 

Group Activity –
Design a Research Study



Thanks to Funders
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Contacts

Sola Adesope

 olusola.adesope@wsu.edu

mailto:olusola.adesope@wsu.edu
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Thank You!


